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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTON 
I he I Itah Coin t of appeals has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to I Itah Code Ann. 
Paragraph 78-2-2(4) (2002).' I his was transferred by the Utah Si ipi e me Cc i irt of tl le I Itah 
Court of Appeals. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
Ql IES I lO'l -IS 
1) Is it constitutional and otherwise lav- i..i in mdvx 1* ratio to grant summary judgment to 
dck'iu ., •* -ig any statute, othei <-., -. . i\\ -pinion or any other authority? Is it 
constitutional and otherwise lawful by judge Fratto to sign and file unprofessional order 
(text crossed out w itl I a pen)*; ' Is it constitutional and otherwise lawful by judge Fratto to 
abuse his discretion? 
2) Is it constitutional and otherwise lawful by the three otlu-r judges that were on this 
case, to deln tin' i asr ami I'll nu i-\pl.ni iimn n IHIIM M \ t i -In, llin nvir.ril lln HIM l\cs 
from the case - : constitutional or otherwise kiu I. In the judges to conspire against 
^ f n constitutional and otherwise lawful by judge Fratto to dem m\ m>h? for m\ "un 
institutional > . -u.uwi;^ ia^iui 
that State Records Committee came away with filing insufficient -md contradictory 
affida\ it and tl lat Department < . : MHU,; \ M \ ices di\u \ aik \ Mental Health did not had 
to file any affidavit ai al! in regards to their search and possession of records on me? Is it 
constitutional aiu uu UJ IM judge Fratto to not order Valley Mental Health to turn o\ er 
1 
tl leir records aboi it m = t : i ne , despite that theii attoi ne> ai id attorney I libl of the 
Department of Human Services admitted they have some? 
4) Is it constitutional or otherwise ».•.- * . * iaugc l;ratto to have ex parte communication.. 
with the defendants? 
DETERMINATIVE LEGAI , PROVISIONS 
Utah Code Ann, paragraph 6?-.>!0: . ; . . :*>l>7i. I Mali Cede, Part X Remedies, paragraph 
6 - • v, .* :. . .j^s. intormation ci.w i ,^.i^\ wi, . „ J,K 
552(a); I Itah C< )de Ann.,, 63-2-404 (1997), GRAMA; Code of Judicial Conduct,-the 
Canons; I Itah and. I. I.S. Constitution. 
STATEMENT OF THV * - .'4TEMFN I OF KFI V\ NN I I \1 
The events of this case arc rather extensive. The statement of the case is attached in 87 
paragraphs as \DDE1* JDI JT ! B 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Judge Fratto denied my righK *<» im i-w : .">eno and medical records. He knew that 
not receh v .. documents that the State Records Committee and the Department of 
2 
I Ii iman Sei vices had on me I le alio wed the SRC to come aw ay v v ith pro\ iding only 
insufficient and questionable declaration and no supplemental affidavit. He allowed the 
Department of Human Services to conceal all records on me, expect one page e-mail, and 
that they had to provide no declaration at all. He allowed Valley Mental I lealtl i to 
withhold all records on me and provide no affidavit. He denied my right to jury trail and 
in le process. I le rendered an i mprofessioi lal judgement ordei in • > 1 lich n : stati ite 01 la • > is 
cited to support him granting summary judgment to the defendants. He had ex parte 
;*nuti]iiiikjliiM» u'"il" lln \kU \H\A\\U\ mud i l";isnl d Iiv\ i M 1 uii; I le is |,»uill\ i»l JIHISI1 1 
discretion and conspiracy with the defendants against me. Judge Young, judge Liibeck, 
judge Burton are also guilty of abuse of discretion, ex-parte communication, bias and 
conspiracy as they passed the case from one judge to the other without filinc any 
explanation why they delayed the case for years and later recused themselves from the 
case. 
A
~GUMENT 
ARGUMENT I: 
Judge I ;ratto dei lie ::! my i igl its foi agency i ecords ai id medical i ecords. "1 1 le 1 1'tah State 
Records Committee ("SRC") provided me with some records and an affidavit dated 
Audits! I ln JiHIill 1 ui fudge ITJUO knew Ilnat I he allidavit that the SRC' chairperson Ms. 
Wilson provided was u^: Jt ! nk >\ was no evidence that the SRC conducted adequate 
search, and was completely uncluu as \o who searched in what records systems and to 
what time period. The unspecific affidavit, as provided by the SRC, was also incorrect. I 
provided an affidavit pointing that out Ji idge Fratto was too biased to order the SRC to 
3 
piu\ itlc supplemental allidiiv n in ivluili ihosc items should be clarified, despite I asked 
him to order the SRC in this regard. 
Judge Fratto knew that the Utah Departing n\ of Human Services and their Division of 
Mentai iJ . * . I« ti.ni .ill thai" records over 
and 1* pro\ kk WL u ni- an affidavit in • • !• the) declare that they don't withhold any 
r< epartment of Human Services, the Division 
of Mental Health was one page e-mail, and they never provided tK a!V. 
L i. lever appealed, the part of the order that they shall provide me with my records 
and an affidavit, but they never complied eithei ' • . ' • • 
Division to provide that declaration. 
I asked Fratto to oulu Ihi il< fendaiiL; In \ uiuliu i an ii|MLIU- snntli, In pnn ak me w ith 
any records they received or generated since the last time I asked them for records, which 
^ • .IL Uiw September 22, 2003 hearing that I 
had tried to get an update search, (records starting from the last time I asked 
v\iis nn tic I luii i two years ag< i-r my records from the State of Utah, Department of 
Administrative Services, the State Records CommitlYr ;nni n n ilic IVp.trlinnit f 
Human Services, and despite that two court, cases had evolved in meantime, and despite 
numerous Department of Human Sen u r. v i 
employees evidently were engaged in those cases and decisions hereto that they conspirer 
to misinform me not having ;i i IN t\\ nids llul ivlal< I i lln I K pi nl I liiinuii Services 
denied to me any appeal rights, and the Dcpi . •: Administrative Services did not grant 
aii . -! 
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I Jtah Code, I ''ai it; 8 R emedies, 63-2 801 (3) Crii iiiiial I 'enalties sa>< si a pi iblic emplo> ee 
who intentionally refuses to release i record to the disclosure of which the employee 
knows is required b> i.:\i t>i i . imai inappealed order from a governmental entity; the 
r e c o r c j s committee, or a court, is guilty of a class B misdei neanor (1992), I x\ as \ v illing 
to show those administrative letters to the court, but judge Fratto did not w ant to see 
then i (See the o " * ' *" "," " xt l' n ice attached as exhibit C tc ni; ' loci :eting statement • :)f this 
case, exh. 1 through ; -
On August i 7, 2U03,1 e-mailed a new G R A ; \ L I K , J tah Department 
of Human Services for an update search for record . .. in to myself. 
Also on August 17, 2003,1 e-mailed a new GRAMA ^ o the Utah 
Department of Administrative Services, for the State Records Committee, for an 
update search for records that pertain to me. 
On August 21, 2003,1 received a USPS letter froiii du, D^a iu i iuu ul Hun .i: 
Services, Janina Chilton, that they have no records on me, and she denied iuy 
right for administrative appeal, 
On August 30, 2003,1 e-mailed to Ms. Chilton for details about her search and for 
the internal records that they generated in that alleged "exhaustive" search Ms 
Chilton did not reply to that request. 
On August 10, 2003,1 re-mailed the same request of Augu^ ^ > "< nr; i<> Ms. 
Chilton. She ignored also this request. 
On October 9, 2003,1 objected and appealed the determination and silence of Ms. 
Chilton to Departme"' * x r i ! " — ^-^vicc- P;*vct-^v' Robin Arnold Williams. I 
received no reply 
I .; \ii^;.-i I X. 2003. 1 reeei\ ed a letter from, Shaun Buttars, the Records Officer 
of the Utah State Archives, denying my right for records by conducting no search 
at all and by not allowing a search of mine own Bi ittars just referred, me to other 
agencies if I want records. 
On August 21, 2003,1 appealed that determination to the Director of the Utah 
State Archive. 
On August 27, 2003,1 received another letter from the Utah State Archive, their 
Acting Director, Stuart P. Preece, deliberately trying to misunderstand that I want 
their Department of Administrative Services, their Division of Archives and 
Records Services, their State Records Committee records on me. Preece also 
referred me deliberately wrongfully to other agencies and illegally denied search 
of their own records to me. 
On August 31, 2003,1 appealed inc wrongful determination to Buttars and Preece, 
but the appeal was ignored by both. I informed judge Fratto about that corruption 
during the September 22. 2003 hearing, but he did nothing to correct the 
defendants and dismissed m\ case which is abuse of discretion. 
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Judge Fratto knew that if he dismisses the case, that the administrative agencies will 
conceal any new records they have on me since spring 2001, and he made that decision 
by applying no statute or law at all. 
Valley Mental Health has to obey to open records laws. Attorney Wunderli admitted that 
they have one report about me, which they would volunteer, however, I informed the 
court that he never sent me that report. During the hearing before the SRC on July 11, 
2001, attorney Dawn Hibl told that Valley Mental Health has records on me in the file of 
Rosemarie Bretschneider, who was as to my knowledge also never a patient of Valley 
Mental Health. Valley Mental Health is covering those records up, and judge Fratto knew 
that I am entitled to the records they have on me, but did not order the defendants to 
provide me with them but completely unlawfully dismissed my case. 
Determinative law: Utah's Government Records Access and Management Act, 
("GRAMA"), Utah Code 63-2-201, 63-2-203, 63-2-205, 63-2-206, 63-2-301, 63-2-302, 
63-2-303, 63-2-304, 63-2-305, 63-2-306, 63-2-307, 63-2-308, 63-2-401, 63-2-402, 63-2-
403, 63-2-404, 63-2-505, 63-2-501, 63-2-502, 63-2-601, 63-2-602, 63-2-701, 63-2-702, 
63-2-801, 63-2-802, 63-2-803, 63-2-901 through 63-2-909, 78-14-3, R-805-2 GRAMA 
procedures authorized by 63-2-204(2), 63-2-102, 63-2-801(c) and 63-2-801 (3). Utah 
Constitution, Article I. Section I, Petition for redress of grievances; Section II, Courts 
open, and Section 27. - U.S. Constitution, Article III, Article IV, Amendment IV, being 
save in my papers, having access to my records and having independent and fair judge 
rule on my matters. 
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Standard of review: Judge Fratto failed to examine and consider facts in light most 
favorable to party (me) opposing summary judgment, Belhomme v. Widnall, 127 F.3d 
1214, 1216 (loth Cir. 1997). A grant of a motion for summary judgment on the 
pleadings is a question of law and is review for correctness. Houghton v. Department of 
Health (Utah 2002), 57 P.3d, 1067, 1069. The order that Fratto signed is evidence that he 
ignored any laws in my favor and cited none. 
See also Steinberg v. United States, Department of Justice, 23 F.3d 548, 552 (D.C. Cir. 
1994) (remanding issue of adequacy of search where agency did not (i describe in any 
detail" what records were searched, by whom, and through what process.); and 
Hunsberger v. FBI, 111 F.3d 122 (1st Cir. 1977) .. .agency must be able to show "what 
records were searched, by whom, and through what process." (per curiam) (specifical 
determining that agency affidavit, because both detailed and nonconclusory showed that 
reasonable search had been made). Sousa v. United States, Department of Justice, no. 95-
375, 1996 U.S. Dist. Lexis 18627, at 31-33 (D.D.C. Dec. 9, 1996) (directing agency to 
amend affidavits to "provide a description of their filing system and an explanation of 
why only certain files were searched"). 
Its interpretation of FOIA, U.S. Code 552 and 552 (b) has bearing on the interpretation of 
GRAMA. See Utah Code Ann. Paragraph 63-2-102 (3) (d) (1997) noting that GRAMA's 
intent is same guideline for disclosure. Many of GRAMA's provisions are identical with 
FOIA. 
7 
An "abuse of discretion" occurs when administrative agency has not acted in a manner 
required by the law. See New Mexico Regulation & Licensing Department v. Lujan, 979 
P2.d744, 127N.M.233. 
ARGUMENT II: 
Judge Fratto denied my constitutional right for jury trial. He denied my right of due 
process. 
Determinative law: Utah Code, Title 78, Judicial Code 78-21-1, Utah Constitution, 
Article I, Section 10, U.S. Constitution, Amendment VII. 
Standard of review: See Christiansen v. Harris, 109 Utah 1, 163 P2d 314, 317 (1945) 
(stating that essentials of due process include fair opportunity to submit evidence, 
examine and cross examine witnesses.) Right to fair trail incorporates the right to have 
trial presided over by a judge who was free from "bias" and "prejudice"; bias and 
prejudice means, amongst other things, undue favoritism towards one of the litigants. See 
U.S. Const. Amendment 6 and Wesley v. State, 916 P2d 793, 112 Nev. 503. Denying my 
right to a jury trial completely is bias and prejudice by judge Fratto and he definitely 
favors all three defendants of this case. 
ARGUMENT III: 
Judge Fratto and all other Third District Court judges that were on this case conspired 
against my rights. This case was passed from judge Young to judge Lubeck, to judge 
Burton, and finally to judge Fratto. None of the former three judges on this case wrote 
and filed any explanation as to why they recused themselves from the case. They passed 
8 
that case along like a hot potato. There are Internet postings that the Third District court 
misinformed requesters upon my litigation, telling those that inquired apparently that my 
cases never were filed on other words, would not exist. This also explains the constant 
change of judges on this case. It looks like a conspiracy to prevent that anybody can join 
my case or for an attorney to help me (who can't afford an attorney) fight the case. There 
is also evidence of ex parte communication by the defendants of this case with the court. 
I found notes in the court files that judge Fratto and apparently the clerk had phone 
correspondence with the defendants, but I was not informed about that, and I was not 
allow to participate. (See exhibit C those notes attached to my docketing statement.) 
Furthermore, the attorney for Valley Mental Health had even more ex parte 
communication with the court. John Wunderli called the court, he did not make any 
statement during the hearing, he talked later with the court and promised to file a paper to 
get the case moving (see docket sheet) but he never filed those papers. Wunderli did not 
provide me with a copy of his secret court talk talks and likely had even more secret court 
talks upon which was decided that he would not file any papers after all. Allowing ex 
parte communication as judge, and participating in it, is invisible treason. 
Determinative law: Utah Code on Conspiracy, paragraph 76-4-201. Standard of 
review: Ex parte communication by judge and his clerks violates Article V, Section 1 of 
the Utah Constitution, known as separation of powers provision. Contacts by the judge 
with all three defendants, e.g. phone conversations or otherwise contacts constitutes 
violation of Canon 3 B(7) of Code of Judicial Conduct, which prohibits a judge from 
initiating ex parte communication concerning pending proceedings. Cannon 3 B (9) 
prohibits a judge from making any "non public comments that might substantially 
9 
interfere with a fair trial or hearing. Cannon 3E (1) (a), requires a judge to"enter a 
disqualification" in proceeding in which judge's impartiality might be reasonably 
questioned. - In re Young, 976 P.2d 581, 591 (Utah 1999), Utah Supreme Court found 
this judge guilty of ex parte communication, case no: 970032, filed August 27, 1999. 
In re Inquiry concerning Judge David Young, Utah Supreme Court case 970032, the Utah 
Supreme Court ruled: ".. Judge Young committed 'conduct prejudicial to the 
administration of justice which brings a judicial office into disrepute.' Utah Const. Art. 
VIII paragraph 13(5); see also Utah Code Ann. Paragraph 78-7-28 (l)(e). The 'prejudicial 
conduct' ground (for disciplining a judge) requires (i) identifying the relevant 'unjudicial 
conduct' and (ii) assessing whether that conduct would appear to an objective observer to 
prejudice public esteem for the judicial office.' Worthen, 926 P.2d 872. (UT) 'Prejudicial 
conduct' encompasses either unjudicial conduct committed injudicial capacity but 
without bad faith or willful misconduct committed in bad faith but not in a judicial 
capacity.' Id. At 871. 'Unjudicial conduct' and 'misconduct' are both defined as breach 
of the ethical canons contained in the Code of Judicial Conduct. Id at 870. Thus, 
prejudicial conduct occurs if a judge violates those canons while acting in a judicial 
capacity, irrespective of her or his mental state at the time, or while not acting in a 
judicial capacity, willfully and in bad that violated the canons". 
The Utah Supreme Court continued: "In view of its findings of fact concerning the 
subject phone call, the Commission determined that judge Young engaged in unjudicial 
conduct while acting in a judicial capacity. The Commission concluded that judge Young 
violated Canon 3B7, which provides in part that 'except as authorized by law, a judge 
shall neither initiate, nor consider and shall discourage, ex parte or other communications 
10 
concerning a pending or impending proceedings. .. .Canon 3B(7) prohibits a judge from 
engaging in unauthorized ex parte communication with attorneys involved in any pending 
proceedings, not just those over which the judge presides. Section 78-7-28 (1) of the Utah 
Code provides that a judge "may be removed from office, suspended, censured, 
involuntary retired, or publicly or privately reprimanded". The sanctions are listed in the 
order of declining severity. McCully, 942 P.2d at 331" (WY). 
Communication with court becomes impermissible "ex parte contact", when it is made to 
judge before whom proceeding is prending and when it concerns merits of cause. In re 
Complaint of Thompson, 940 P.2d 512, 325, OR 467. 
"Bias" for purpose of analyzing request for recusal, refers to judge's mental attitude 
toward party to litigation: bias prejudice exist if judge harbors hostile feeling or spirit of 
ill will against one of the litigants, or undue friendship or favoritism toward one. State v. 
Alderson, 922 P.2d 435, 260. (KN). 
"Bias" requiring change of judge connotes leaning of mind or inclination towards one 
person over another. See Rules Civil Procedure, Rule 40.1 (b)(2), Brown v. Avery. 850 
P2.d 612 (WY). 
In my case, judge David Young passed the case to judge Lubeck, Lubeck passed the case 
to judge Burton, and Burton passed the case to judge Fratto. They apparently had ex-parte 
communication amongst themselves and with the defendants, explaining them why the 
judges constantly changed, but not bothering to inform me, the plaintiff, about that and 
not filing any paper documenting and explaining that strange behavior. That is all bad 
faith, unjudicial conduct and breach of the judicial canons. As they all acted the same 
kind above the law, they must be properly suspected of conspiracy. 
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Crime of "conspiracy" entails an element not required by aiding and betting statute, an 
agreement between co-conspirators prior to concerted action, to violate the law, State v. 
Gallatin, 682 P.2d 105, 106, Idaho 564. 
"Conspiracy" is an agreement between two or more persons for unlawful purpose. Doyle 
v. State, 921 P.2d 901, 112 Nev. 879. 
Criminal agreement is gist of crime of "conspiracy", and conspiracy is complete when 
agreement is entered. State v. Carrasco, 946 P.2d 1975, 124 NM 65. 
Element of "conspiracy" are: agreement to commit crimes, charged and an overt act by 
one of more parties in furtherance of conspiracy or to effect its purpose. Hackney v. 
State, 874P.2d810(OK). 
"Conspiracy to defraud" is fraud committed by two or more persons who share intent to 
defraud another. DeBry v. Cascade Enterprises, 879 P.2d 1353, (Utah). 
ARGUMENT IV 
Judge Fratto is biased toward me and abused discretion which affects my substantial 
rights. He did not cite any law in his order. He just kicked the case out under no law 
whatsoever. He signed the most unprofessional order I have ever seen. He crossed out all 
law references, initialed what he crossed out, and he left only following text in the order: 
"Defendants' Motions to Dismiss came on regularly for hearing on the 11th day of 
August, 2003 at 10:30 a.m. before the Honorable Joseph C. Fratto. The court, having 
heard oral argument from counsel for the parties, and having reviewed the memoranda 
and pleadings on file, finds, concludes and orders as follows. (All of the proposed text by 
the opposition is crossed out by judge Fratto and initialed by him.) Now, therefore, it is 
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hereby ordered that: 1. Defendants Motion to dismiss are granted, and that 2. Each party 
will bear their own costs and attorney fees." This unprofessional order is signed by judge 
Fratto on Sept. 22, 3003. Apparently no laws exist as to which my case was dismissed. 
However, judges have to obey to existing laws and can't just make up their own laws. I 
have a right to know under which statutes and laws the judge dismissed my case! This is 
blatant and flagrant and gross abuse of discretion. He applied wrong or better no legal 
standards by not considering the merits of the case and by dismissing my case without 
citing any statute or case law. A judge has ethical obligation to uphold the law. 
I asked judge Fratto to grant me, the impecunious plaintiff/appellant, a no charge 
transcript of both hearings. He denied them to me in an order of October 2, 2003, saying 
that there are no funds hereto. Again, he cited no law upon which he denied the request 
nor did he explain for what other purposes the funds are used. 
Determinative law: Utah Code of Judicial Conduct Annotated, Chapter 12, Rule of 
Professional Conduct, Cannon 1, 2, and 3. Utah Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 65 (B) (d) 
(2) (A). Canon 2A states that "a judge shall respect and comply with the law." Cannon 
3B (2) requires a judge to a "apply the law". Not applying any laws, as in this case, is 
clearly gross abuse of judicial power. 
Utah Code 78-8-103, Grounds for reprimand, 78-8-104, Criminal. - Utah Rule of Civil 
Procedure, abuse of discretion, Rule 65B (d) (2) (A), allows to direct the particular 
exercise of a lower court's judgment to correct the lower court's abuse of discretion. 
Standard of Review: Salt Lake Child & Family Therapy Clinic, Inc., v. Frederick, 890 
P.2d 1017, 1019-22 (Utah 1995). Indian Village Trading Post v. Inc. Bench, 929 P.2d 
367, 370 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). Judge Fratto is so very biased against me that he favored 
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the defendants, and that he could not fairly and impartially determine the issues and the 
law. He granted summary judgment to the defendants despite that there is no law that 
supported his biased decision. His is extreme bias and a deep seated antagonism against 
me. Poulssen v. Frear, 946 P.2d 738, 742, (Utah Court Appeals 1997), quoting 
Orderville Irrig Co. v. Glendale Irrig, CO, 17, Utah 2nd 282, 288, 409 Pd 61, 621 (1965). 
State v. Quinonez-Gaiton, 2002 UT App 273, 54 P.3d 139 held that trail court's 
balancing of the probativeness of a piece of evidence against its potential for unfair 
prejudice should be reversed if the court's decision as matter of law "was beyond the 
limit of reasonability". There can't be any doubt that judge Fratto is guilty of that. Just 
have a look at the order he signed! 
A judgment will be termed an abuse of discretion if the adjudicator has failed to exercise 
sound, reasonable, and legal decision-making skills. Wilton v. Seven Falls Co., 515 US 
277 (1995) and Electric Co. v. Joiner, 522 US 136 (1997). An abuse of discretion may be 
manifest if the action of the judge... were "inherently unfair". State v. Wright, 893 P.2d 
1113, 1120, Ut. Ct. App. 1995. Judge Fratto was that certainly to me by denying my 
rights bluntly and not even citing any law upon which he threw my case out. 
Claim for abuse of process requires two elements, (1) ulterior purpose and (2) act in use 
of process which is not proper in regular prosecution of lawsuit. Procter & Gamble v. 
Haugen, 179 FDR, 622. - Under Utah law, whether there was abuse of process is to be 
determined as issue, independent from rightfulness or wrongfulness of prior steps in 
proceedings. Keller v. Ray, Quinney & Nebeker, 896 F. Supp 1563, affirmed 78 F.3d 597. 
However, in my case the proceedings that judge Fratto applied or did not apply are 
evidence for his abuse of discretion. 
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"Abuse of discretion" occurs when trail court's decision is not justified by and clearly 
against the evidence and reason. Lambert v. American Dream Homes Corp., 937 P.2d 
661. (OR). "Abuse of discretion" is a legal term reflecting opinion of an appellate court 
that trial court committed an error of law in the circumstances. Vance v. District Court of 
Fremont County, 908 P.2d 1189. 
"Abuse of discretion" occurs when there is no competent evidence in the record to 
support the decision. Rumsford v. Public employees' Retirement Ass 'n, 833 P.2d 614. 
A trial court "abuses its discretion" when its decision is based on untenable grounds or 
reasons or if it makes a determination that is manisfestly unreasonable. State v. Lusby, 18 
P.3d 625, 105 Wash. App. 257. To establish "abuse of discretion", party must show that 
the trail court's determination on discretionary matter was manisfestly arbitrary, 
unreasonable or unfair. People v. Eggert, 923 P.2d 230 (CO). 
An "abuse of discretion" occurs when administrative agency has not acted in a manner 
required by the law. New Mexico Regulation & Licensing Department v. Lujan, 979 P.2d 
744, 127 N.M. 233. 
"Judicial discretion" is an equitable determination of what is just and proper under the 
circumstances, and it is abused if the action taken is arbitrary or capricious. Alber v. 
Nolle, 645 P.2d 456, NM. 
A trial court abuses its discretion when it is found that no reasonable person would take 
the view adopted by the trail court. State v. Gerrard, 584 P 2d 885, 887 (Ut. 1978). A 
judgment/order that cites no statute or law at all, where text is unprofessionally crossed 
out by the judge, just with a pen, is a crystal clear example of such an abuse. 
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The Utah Supreme Court held that appealing party must "clearly define the issues 
presented on appeal with pertinent authoritities cited. Water and Energy Systems Techn. 
Inc., v. Keil, 2002 UT 32, 48 P.3d 888, 892. There is also the related case 20030324-CA. 
The Utah Court of Appeals dismissed the case, saying that I did not cite authorities. I 
cited constitutional statutes. However, judge Fratto cited in his order/judgment in which 
he granted summary judgment to all defendants NO AUTHORITIES AT ALL. If a pro se 
party needs to support her arguments with authorities, how come judge Fratto can grant 
summary judgment without referring to any authority, law or statute? 
CONCLUSION: 
For the foregoing reasons the district court's order granting summary judgment to all 
three defendants must be reversed. 
Dated this: March 22, 2004 by Barbara Schwarz 
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Mailing Certificate: A copy of foregoing brief was personally delivered by me to State 
of Utah, Attorney General Office, for Attorney General Mark Shurtliff, Assistant 
Attorney General Mark Burns and Joel Ferre, 160 E 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84111, and mailed with first class postage to Valley Mental Health, for attorney John M. 
Wunderli, 5961 South 900 East, Ste. 200, Salt Lake City, Utah 84141-0001. 
Dated this: March 22, 2004 by Barbara Schwarz 
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Statement of Third District Court, Salt Lake County, State of Utah, civil case with 
number 010904491 
1. On February 21, 2001,1 was visited by nurse Liza Martinez and her male 
assistant. They were from Valley Mental Health and came to my apartment to 
check out my mental health. I told them that I have no mental problems and asked 
them who claimed otherwise. They did not tell me, they just told that it was 
nobody from my neighborhood. 
2. With date of February 21, 2001,1 wrote to Valley Mental Health, the director, 
personal, and informed him that I have no mental problems and that somebody 
misinformed his organization about my state of mind. I asked him for information 
as to who that person was. 
3. Valley Mental Health, director of Adult Services, James H. Whear replied to me 
with date of February 2, 2001. He informed me that the Disability Law Center 
Inc., in Washington D.C. contacted Janina Chilton of the Utah State Division of 
Mental Health, to see me, and Ms. Chilton contacted Valley Mental Health. 
4. With date of March 8, 2001,1 replied to Mr. Whear and informed him that his 
letter to me in response to my letter of February 21, 2001, was dated February 2, 
2001, and his envelope postmarked March 5, 2001. - 1 informed him that I don't 
know anybody from the Disability Law Center in Washington D.C, that I am not 
disabled and that I checked the phone directory, researched reference books and 
the Internet and found no address of any Disability Law Center in D.C, and that I 
even visited the Disability Law Center in Salt Lake City and that their employee 
Janice told me that they have no records of any Disability Center in Washington 
D.C. 
5. With date of March 9, 2001,1 wrote a letter to state of Utah, the Division of 
Mental Health, Janina Chilton, in which I informed also her that I have no mental 
health problems and in which I asked her to provide me with the information on 
who provided her with wrongful information about my mental health. I informed 
her that I feel harassed and intimidated, that somebody tries to deny my right for 
free speech by wrongfully claiming that I have a mental issue. 
6. I gave Ms. Chilton this letter in person on March 9, 2001.1 asked her to sign the 
letter as received, which she did, but she used wrong date of March 8, 2001. 
7. I asked Ms. Chilton for a copy of my records and for information on who 
addressed her. Ms. Chilton told me that they give psychiatric treatment only to 
those that need and want them, otherwise, as in my case, they would close the 
matter, and that would be the end of the story. She did not tell me who exactly 
contacted her, but she indicated that it was done via electronic mail. 
8. With date of March 13, 2001,1 received another letter from Valley Mental Health, 
James H. Whear. He had altered my last name to Schwartz. He informed me that 
nurse Liza reported that I am fine, and that I don't request any "services". 
Otherwise, he referred me to Janina Chilton for more information. 
9. Ms. Whear wrote that all internal communication was by phone. However, if this 
is true, they must have phone notes. It is very odd that according to Mr. Whear no 
paper trail was generated, because especially medical organizations are known to 
produce a huge amount of papers for insurance and legal reasons. 
10. With date of March 20, 2001,1 wrote once more to Mr. Whear and asked him to 
mail me a copy of the report that nurse Liza wrote about me after her visit to my 
apartment. I informed Mr. Whear that my last name is Schwarz and not Schwartz. 
11. With date of March 27, 2001, Mr. Whear replied to this letter. Again, he 
addressed me only with the misspelled version of my name Schwartz and not 
Schwarz. He wrote that the follow up report on Liza Martinez's visit to me was an 
oral report to him and that they consider their work on this "referral" a closed 
issue. - However, this statement is contrary to one of the papers that Valley 
Mental Health attorney John Wunderli mailed to the Third District Court. The 
lawyer informed that there is a written report about the visit of Liza, it is called a 
"crisis report", despite that I wasn't in any crisis. It seems that the nurses fill out 
such a report after any of their visits as standard procedure. Mr. Wunderli offered 
to provide me with a copy of that report voluntarily, but as of today, I did not 
receive it. 
12. With date of March 20, 2001,1 wrote to Ms. Chilton and informed her again that I 
consider the misinformation about my state of mind and mental health to the State 
of Utah, her agency, an intimidation, a false alarm and a denial of my rights. I 
informed her furthermore, that I did not get her records on me. 
13. With date of March 27, 2001,1 received a letter from Ms. Chilton. She wrote my 
name correctly, Schwarz and incorrectly, Schwartz, in the same letter. She 
mentioned that she would reply to my request of March 4, 2001, for any copies of 
correspondence in regards to a "referral" made by her office to Valley Mental 
Health concerning me. However, I wrote no request or letter with date of March 
4, 2001. My request was of March 9, 2001. 
14. Ms. Chilton informed me that her office does not keep records on people, but any 
referral information is passed on to a local mental health center. If the center finds 
the person doesn't need any services, a case is not opened. 
15. This statement is contradictory to the Valley Mental Health statement (Mr. 
Whear) that they don't have any records on me whatsoever. 
16. Ms. Chilton did not inform me on any case number, neither did anybody of 
Valley Mental Health. 
17. Ms. Chilton informed me that I may petition for information through the 
Government Records Access Management Act (GRAMA), because referrals 
made by her office are confidential, and she would be unable to release the 
information that I have requested. 
18. Ms. Chilton mailed me a request for records form paper, which I filed out and 
returned to heron April 2, 2003, with a copy of my passport as identification 
paper. 
19. However, the only record that I obtained later was a page of e-mail. That was the 
"referral" despite that referrals for psychiatric evaluation must be done in writing, 
and the writer must certify the paper and know the person. In other words, the 
Division of Mental Health should have rejected the e-mail referral, and never 
acted upon it, because it was unlawful. 
20. With date of April 11, 2001,1 received a letter from State of Utah, Department of 
Human Services, Office of the Executive Director, signed by Dawn M. Hibl, 
Legal Counsel of the Office of Legal Compliance. She informed me that she 
reviewed my request for records, but she did not inform me about my case file 
number. 
21. Ms. Hibl denied to me any form of records. She wrote that it would be policy of 
the division to ensure anonymity of the person or person that making a referral for 
mental health treatment for fear of personal injury to the referent. She also did not 
mail me any records that would reveal the identity of the referent. 
22. She ignored that the e-mail was no "referral" but just an unsigned paper of 
somebody who never met me, and that the Division of Mental Health should have 
deleted the message and never acted upon it. 
23. Ms. Hibl informed me that if I decide to appeal, I must file a notice of appeal to 
the Executive Secretary Jeannette Goodall of the States Archives Building, the 
State Records Committee. 
24. With date of April 16, 2001,1 wrote an appeal to Jeannette Goodall of the State 
Records Committee ("SRC"), as advised by counsel Hibl. I documented to her the 
matter similarly as I did above, and I attached a copy of the evidence, the 
correspondence, as I attached it to my complaint to the Third District Court case 
010904491. 
25.1 informed the SRC that I am entitled to know who the "referent" is, that it is my 
right to know who wrongfully accused me, that I am a non-violent person and that 
if they want, they can check my police record. I wrote to the SRC that I feel 
insulted by the secrecy policy of the Division, because I don't retaliate in 
violence, but if I have differences with others, if my rights are being denied, I 
rather use the legal system to sort that out and to obtain justice. 
26.1 mentioned to the SRC that the secrecy policy violates federal laws, FOIA/PA 
laws and the U.S. Constitution. I complained that the classification policy is 
abused, that it makes me to the victim because my reputation is harmed by 
somebody who made false claims in an e-mail and is allowed to stay anonymous. 
27. With date of April 24, 2001,1 received a letter from Eric A Stene, the Executive 
Secretary of the SRC. He did not cite any case number. He wrote that he has no 
jurisdiction over my request and can't grant any hearing to me at this time 
because I have to appeal first to the Director of Human Services, Robin Arnold 
Williams. 
28. It was counsel Dawn M. Hibl of the Department of Human Services, who a) 
misinformed me about the name of the SRC Executive Secretary, and who b) 
misinformed me about the appeal steps. She knew that appeals go first to her boss, 
Robin Arnold Williams. I am certain she receives many appeals of requesters that 
don't agree with her determinations and that she knowlingly misinformed me. I 
claim she did that to sabotage my appeal and make it unsuccessful. 
29. With date of April 26, 2001,1 wrote my appeal to the Department of Human 
Services, Executive Director Robin Arnold William and provided her with a copy 
of my April 16, 2001 appeal. I asked her to make a decision on that appeal and 
complained about Ms. Hibl and her wrongful advices to me. 
30. With date of May 6, 2001,1 received a letter from Robin Arnold Williams, mailed 
to me with certified mail 7099 32200002 6573 0335 on May 8, 2001.1 was not 
informed about my file number. Ms. Arnold-Williams informed me in that letter 
that they have only one record on me, which would be enclosed. She mailed me 
attached one copy of an e-mail of February 6, 2001, which is from Senior 
Assistant General Counsel of Legal Services Corporation ("LSC") in Washington 
D.C. to Janina Chilton. The name of the person that originated the e-mail was 
denied to me as private under Utah Code Ann. 63-3-302 (d). 
31. That the Department of Human Services has only one page records on me is hard 
to believe because Ms. Chilton likely had replied to the writer and forwarded the 
"referral" to Valley Mental Health. Valley Mental Health must have responded to 
her and reported about the outcome of the visit. Those actions must have resulted 
in some kind of written communication. 
32. Ms. Chilton had informed me that the Department of Human Services, the 
Division of Mental Health would not keep records on people. If this would be so, 
how come she kept a copy of the e-mail? Moreover, as the Division deals with 
people, they must keep records on them. Government agencies usually leave a 
paper trail to anything they do, and it is suspicious and likely untrue that the 
Department claimed it did not in my case. 
33. With date of May 10, 2001,1 appealed to the State of Utah, State Archives 
Building, State Records Center, Executive Secretary, Eric A. Stene. I appealed 
that I don't believe that one page e-mail is all the Division has, that I want to 
know who the person is that e-mailed to Janina Chilton on February 6, 2001 and 
wrongfully claimed that I have a mental issue, that the e-mail was sent to 
intimidate me, to harass me, to deny my right of free speech, and that I should be 
afraid being institutionalized for speaking my mind. I also complained that the e-
mail was written in retaliation for me having requested under the FOIA/PA 
records from the LSC in D.C. I informed Mr. Stene that the person that sent the e-
mail twisted information about me to make me look strange, to ruin my reputation 
and to label me wrongfully mentally ill. 
34.1 informed Executive Secretary Stene in this administrative appeal that this 
employee of the LSC misinformed in that e-mail to Ms. Chilton that they would 
have no records on me, or perhaps only "contact records". I provided Mr. Stene 
with a copy of a letter dated April 27, 2001, which was mailed to me by the Legal 
Services Corporation D.C, another employee, Lisa Zurmuhlen. She informed me 
that they have 282 pages civil litigation records on me. 282 pages can't be 
described as "contact records". In other words, the Senior Assistant Counsel of 
the LSC, which was only identified as a "she" did not just misinform about my 
state of mind, she also wrongfully claimed to the State of Utah that LSC has no 
records or just a few pages on me. It appears that another reason, why the woman 
wanted me to be labeled mentally ill is, that she doesn't has to reveal her agency 
records on me. 
35.1 am aware that neither Valley Mental Health nor the State of Utah is the 
custodian of LSC records. I provided Stene with background information that he 
can see that the person that sent the e-mail to Ms. Chilton, isn't truthful and can't 
be trusted, and that the "referral" was not made in good faith but rather with 
unlawful and malicious intent. I provided the information to move the State of 
Utah to make their records on me, including the name of the "referent" available 
to me, that I can file the appropriate legal steps to protect myself from future 
actions by that person or of that kind by others. 
36.1 also explained to Mr. Stene that Utah has a Legal Services Corporation ("LSC") 
and if LSC D.C. would have had questions about how mental health treatments 
are provided in Utah, they would have received the information from their Salt 
Lake City branch office. However, in the e-mail, the "referent" plays the 
uninformed, not knowing the proper ways on how to make such a "referral". I am 
however certain that LSC D.C. contacted LSC Salt Lake, but as LSC Salt Lake 
employees know me personally as sane person and even commended me for 
having handled a landlord dispute very well in court, the LSC Salt Lake was not 
of much help to LSC D.C, the writer of that e-mail, who tried to defame me as 
crazy to the Division of Mental Health. 
37. LSC D.C, the writer of the e-mail, informed Ms. Chilton that she doesn't believe 
that I am a danger to myself or others. This is the only point in which that woman 
was correct about me. But if that was clear to her, why did she contact Ms. 
Chilton in the first place? One of the answer is: because she wanted to harass and 
intimidate me. I should not feel free to speak my opinion without fearing that 
somebody comes to put me away or drug me or even worse. My constitutional 
rights of free speech were violated by the sender of the e-mail and by the Division 
of Mental Health which never should have acted upon it. 
38. With date of May 15, 2001,1 received a letter from the Department of State, 
States Records Committee, Richard D. Francom. He mentioned no file number of 
my appeal. He informed me that they have no jurisdiction over records pertaining 
to the LSC, which I of course knew. I never asked the SRC to make a decision 
over LSC records. Francom informed me that "it appears" that the Utah 
Department of Human Services had fulfilled my request and has provided me 
with a copy of their records, which was only one page e-mail. The letter of 
Francom was apparently the formal SRC decision on my appeal, despite that 
Francom was not sure himself if the Division has not more records on me. 
39. Richard Francom did not grant me any hearing, and he did not inform me on any 
further appeal rights. 
40.1 decided to complain on May 22, 2001 with 45 claims to the Third District Court 
of Salt Lake County, State of Utah. Case number 010904491 was assigned, and 
the case was handed to judge David Young. 
41. As recommendation to the court, I suggested that the "referral", the e-mail run 
through several organizations, offices and hands and that it is highly unlikely that 
no paper trail was generated and that only one page e-mail on me would exist. 
42.1 named three defendants in my complaint for injunctive relief, which was 1) State 
of Utah, Department of Administrative Services, States Records Committee, 
Executive Secretary, Eric Stene, 2) State of Utah, Department of Human Services, 
Executive Director, Robin Arnold Williams and 3) Valley Mental Health, 
Executive Director David Dangerfield. The Third District Court arbitrarily 
changed later the sequence of my defendants and docketed the case with Valley 
Mental Health as the first defendant. If the rumors on the Internet, but also my 
intuition are true, the switch of the names by the courts of the defendants in 
sequence did not serve any lawful purpose but rather was made to mislead those 
that try to get hold of the case after they heard that I filed a case versus the SRC, 
et al. 
43. However, I requested from the court to order all three defendants to make under 
GRAMA, Title 63, Chapter 02 their records on me available. I defined records as 
following: letters, cards, fax transmittal sheets, electronic mail, referrals, 
memoranda, expertises, drafts, notes, phone notes, logs, lists, computer printouts, 
copies of folders, work sheets, surveys, reports, inquiries, subpoenas, forms, 
invoices and any other form of records that pertain to me, Barbara Schwarz or 
often misspelled version of my name, Barbara Schwartz. - 1 requested from the 
court to order all three defendants to provide me with their case file numbers on 
me. I asked also for a sworn affidavit from all three defendants as to how they 
conducted their searches, what kind of records systems they maintain, in what 
offices and records systems they searched, to what spelling of the name, to what 
time period, who conducted the search and what they came up with. 
44.1 suggested to the court that if the Division would still come up with only one 
page e-mail on me, to investigate why the Division and also Valley Mental Health 
did not leave a paper trail. 
45.1 asked the court to order the name of the writer of the e-mail, the name of the 
"referent" revealed, because the "referral" was not done in good faith, but to 
harass and intimidate me, and such 'referents' should be not awarded with 
anonymity. 
46. Nobody of the defendants claimed that I would have any mental problems, but I 
informed the court that if anybody should question it, that I would agree to be 
psychologically tested. I do not believe in psychology or that they make the world 
to a saner place, but I made such tests before, and they turned all out in my favor. 
They revealed that I am sane and have an huge IQ. 
47. On July 20, 2001,1 filed a supplemental complaint in this case. I informed the 
court that the SRC had changed its mind and suddenly agreed to hear me. If I 
would have not filed that lawsuit, they would have not granted me any hearing. 
The defendants have provoked the law suit. 
48.1 had a hearing on July 11, 2001 before the SRC, its seven members, and several 
other people were also attending it. However, the Decision and Order which the 
SRC, Chairperson Cherie Willis issued on July 16, 2001, under their 
administrative number 01-05, did not exactly reflect what was agreed upon during 
that hearing. That Decision and Order, signed by Ms. Willis, is incomplete and 
incorrect. 
49. A member of the SRC, Betsy Ross made the proposal that SRC shall provide me 
with all records on me and an affidavit that they turned all their records about me 
over to me. The SRC voted 4 to 3 to grant this motion. Ms. Willis voted against it. 
Her order does not mention this agreement. I informed the court that I want all 
records from the SRC on me, including the transcript of the hearing, the affidavit, 
and that they don't withhold any records before me. 
50. The Office of Attorney General, Assistant Attorney Mark Burns volunteered the 
Utah Attorney General records on me during that hearing. That was also not 
mentioned in the Decision and Order of Ms. Willis. 
51. At the start of the July 11, 2001 hearing, I handed a copy of my letter of July 10, 
2001 to Chair Ms. Willis, attorney Burns and counsel of Utah Department of 
Human Services, Dawn Hibl, who was also present and accompanied by Ms. 
Chilton and another person. That letter was in response to an incorrect statement 
of July 2, 2001, of Ms. Hibl, about the fact of this case. In this letter I requested 
very detailed what kind of search I want, which records and what kind of a 
declaration. Despite that Ms. Willis received the letter, despite that I repeated 
during the meeting (which took several hours) my wishes, they were not reflected 
correctly and adequately in the Decision and Order of Ms. Willis. 
52.1 requested in my July 10, 2001 letter following: ".. .since my first request for 
records to Ms. Chilton in March 2001, the Department of Human Services must 
have more records on me because of the extensive correspondence since then. 
Same applies to the SRC and the Attorney General Office of Utah. Mr. Burns 
asked me if I would withdraw the lawsuit, and I replied that I perhaps do, but that 
would depend on the decision of the SRC after the hearing about the release of the 
name of the "referent". - 1 request following from the just named offices: Any 
records, letters, cards, e-mail, fax transmittal sheets, notes, phone notes, logs, 
subpoenas, inquiries, motions, drafts, memoranda, search records, computer 
printouts, form papers, administrative appeal processing records, copies of 
folders, invoices, referrals, declarations and any other form of records from 
following: - SRC, members, legal counsel and executive secretary; Department of 
Human Services, Executive Director Robin Arnold Williams, Division of Mental 
Health, Janina Chilton, Karin Beckstrand, Office of Legal Compliance, Dawn 
Hibl, and anybody else who worked any 'referral', my request for records, my 
administrative appeal or my law suit. - Same kind of records I requested from the 
Office of Attorney General of Utah, Attorney General Mark Shurtleff, Assistant 
Attorney General Mark Burns, and anybody else of this agency who has records 
that pertain to me. - 1 requested that the agencies shall explain their records 
systems to me, how the search for those records was conducted, by whom, and to 
what time period in what records systems." 
53.1 claimed to the court that Ms. Willis cited in her July 16, 2001 Decision and 
Order only my letter of March 9, 2001 to Ms. Chilton, but not the letter of July 
10, 2003 which I handed her personally during the hearing on July 11, 2001. Ms. 
Willis should have incorporated my request in her Decision and Order, because 
the Committee voted 4:3 that the offices should provide me with those records 
and the declarations. 
54. Ms. Willis also wrote wrongfully in that Decision and Order that I would be the 
appellee, when I in fact was the appellant. 
55. On the first page, first paragraph, Ms. Willis wrongfully stated that I only 
requested records from the Division of Mental Health. This is very incorrect, what 
I requested is listed under point 52 of this statement. During the hearing it was 
established that I shall get all my records from the Department of Human 
Services, not only from one division, and the records together with an affidavit. 
56. Dawn Hibl informed during the hearing that Valley Mental Health has records on 
Rosemarie Bretschneider, and that I am mentioned in those records. Valley 
Mental Health, attorney Wunderli admitted only that they have one report on me 
and never mentioned any records in Ms. Bretschneider's file. Mr. Whear had 
written to me that they have no records whatsoever on me. Those contradictory 
statements show that Valley Mental Health doesn't play fair and conceals records. 
57.1 requested from the court also all records that they have on me in file of 
Rosemarie Bretschneider. To my knowledge, Ms. Bretschneider was never a 
patient of Valley Mental Health, but she was hospitalized several times in Salt 
Lake City Hospitals with Asthma attacks. (Two doctors told me that she used to 
verbally attack Scientology while in there and claimed she wanted to "salvage" 
me from that religion. She is crazy as far as her hatred and persecution mania of 
Scientology is concerned, but I also heard some others doctors telling her that 
they don't think that she is crazy, a statement that I did not share with them.) I 
asked the court to order Valley Mental Health to provide me with all records on 
me and an affidavit that they don't withhold anything. 
58. The Decision and Order of Ms. Willis is only signed by her and not the other six 
SRC Committee members. I am entitled to an order signed by all members. The 
mailing certificate was not signed by Eric Stene, who sent the Decision and Order 
to me, but on July 17, 2001, by Richard Francom, who had originally violated my 
administrative right for a hearing. 
59.1 informed the court that Ms. Willis correctly stated in her Decision and Order, 
that the SRC had ordered the Utah Department of Human Services, the Division 
of Mental Health to reveal the name of the "referent", the writer of that e-mail to 
me. I claimed to the court that the Department and the Division don't comply with 
the order. 
60.1 asked the Third District Court, in case 010904491, to order the Department and 
Division to provide me with the name, the records and the affidavit, to order 
Valley Mental Health to provide me with their records and the affidavit, and to 
order the SRC to provide me with their records, including the transcript of the 
hearing, and an affidavit, and to correct the incomplete and inaccurate Decision 
and Order of Ms. Willis. 
61. With date of August 14, 2001,1 received some records from the SRC and a very 
unspecific affidavit under file no: 01-05, signed by Cherie Willis. I complained to 
the court that the records that I received are impossibly all records that the SRC 
has on me and that the affidavit is not acceptable. For example: Ms. Willis wrote 
only that she assigned the staff of the Committee to locate all files within their 
offices regarding Barbara Schwarz and misspelled version of my last name: 
Schwartz. She did not inform to what time period was searched, who exactly 
conducted the search; she did not explain their records systems and in what 
systems a search was conducted. She stated all records would be attached as 
"Exhibit A", and that it all they would have on me. 
62. With date of August 28, 2001,1 filed an affidavit to the court, listing that I 
received only 20 documents as exhibit A from Ms. Willis, and that the typewritten 
summary of the hearing is not signed by anybody, that it would he not even clear 
who wrote it, and that the summary does not truthfully indicate what was said and 
done during the hearing. - 1 complained that the SRC Decision Index mentioned 
also only a very incomplete version of what really was agreed upon during the 
hearing. - 1 complained that the letter of Eric Stene to Robin Arnold Williams has 
redacted parts, the date of the letter is concealed, and that I want a copy that has 
no deleted text. - 1 complained that the Agenda for the August 8, 2001 meeting 
was not attached, neither the notes from the chairwoman and the members as to 
what the SRC discussed about me. - 1 complained that I did not get a copy of the 
minutes of the SRC meeting of August 8, 2001, but according to a letter of Stene, 
which I received, those minutes do exist. - 1 complained that I did not get the 
records that the individual SRC members have on me. - 1 asked the court to order 
the SRC to conduct another search, provide me with the missing records and a 
supplemental and more detailed affidavit. 
63. It should turn out on August 11 and September 22, 2003 that judge Joseph Fratto 
ignored all those claims and declared my request unlawfully and 
unconstitutionally for moot. 
64. On August 29, 2001, the Utah Department of Human Services, the Division of 
Mental Health filed, without my knowledge, a complaint to the Third District 
Court. The case received case number 010907201 MI and was assigned to judge 
J. Dennis Frederick. This case was against the SRC and this case was not shifted 
from one judge to the other as the other court case. The Department appealed in 
this case the decision of the SRC to provide me with the name of the "referent" 
because they feared, if I get to know the name, they have to tell all people who 
their "referents" to the Division of Mental Health are. The Division wants to keep 
those referent names secret. I found out about that case per accident, complained 
that the Department of Human Services and the Division of Mental Health filed 
the case without informing me, and filed motions to intervene in case number 
010907201. 
65. The attorney of case 010907201 for the plaintiff Department of Human Services, 
Division of Mental Health was Assistant Attorney General of Utah, Joel Ferre, 
and the attorney for defendant SRC was Assistant Attorney General of Utah Mark 
Burns. Ferre was rather aggressive and Burns was not. Burns ignored that 
Psychiatry is dangerous to its patients and society and should not receive special 
treatments for their "referents". He ignored that referrals are being used to harass, 
intimidate, persecute (as in my case), or to get rid of people, and wrongfully 
confine and (mis)treat people that are not mentally ill. 
66.1 informed the court, judge Fredericks, that I noticed during the SRC hearing that 
there is a public interest in publishing the name of the "referents" and to put away 
with the classification of the name because of the abuse that comes with it. I 
pointed out to the court that the classification/secrecy rule is unconstitutional 
because everybody has to know who her accuser is under the U.S. and Utah 
Constitution. I complained that the Division and psychiatrists are using the 
"classification" to their advantage to get more patients that are not in need of any 
treatments, and if private businesses would apply such rules to get customers, 
everybody would be outraged. - 1 pointed out to the judge that the 'referent' is 
protected of alleged "retaliation", but the person that is referred is not protected of 
any retaliation by the "referent", and that is why Utah Code 63-2-304 (II) is 
unconstitutional and violates civil and human rights. - 1 furthermore stressed that 
the talk about retaliation by the people that were referred can't be the true reason 
for the rule because a mental health patient will meet psychiatrists, nurses, social 
workers, Division of Mental Health employees, and none of them conceal their 
names. They are the people that administer the treatments and define the mental 
illnesses, but as nobody retaliates against them, we have to conclude that also 
nobody retaliates against the "referents". - 1 explained to the court that I walked 
through the Department of Human Services, Division of Mental Health on March 
9, 2001, in search of Janina Chilton, to hand her my letter. They had no reception 
and no security in place. I walked through many offices, manned and unmanned 
and I passed unguarded filing cabinets, folders and computers. Anyone whom I 
asked for directions, just gave me those, all were relaxed, nobody was afraid of 
me, that I walked as stranger through their offices, nobody expected any 
retaliation, till I found Ms. Chilton and I walked right in her office. She also had 
no secretary and no security. She did not panic either when she saw me. The 
alleged fear of retaliating people, that are being referred, is complete nonsense. -
I informed judge Fredericks about CCHR International and asked him to contact 
them about their expertise of abuses by psychiatry in Utah, the United States and 
internationally and warned the judge not to award dangerous and inhuman 
psychiatry. - I pointed out to judge Fredericks that the "referral" in my case was 
not by the book (Utah Code Ann. paragraph 62A-12-232) anyhow, that it was 
done by a person who did not sign her paper, did not swear under oath that it is 
the truth and did not personally know me, and that the Division of Mental Health 
violated those rules and that they never should have acted upon such a "referral", 
that is was e-mailed with malicious intent and that its writer does not deserve 
anonymity. -1 tried to make clear to judge Fredericks that if psychiatry would be 
so good and helpful, how come that they are afraid that people retaliate? -1 
informed judge Fredericks also about the case with the records issued that were 
pending before the other Third District court judges, case no: 010904491, and that 
the Department of Human Services and Division of Mental Health was ordered by 
SRC to provide me with their records and an affidavit, which they did not appeal, 
but also did not comply to. 
67. Assistant Attorney General Joel Ferre did not want me to intervene in the case. 
Mark Burns who represented the SRC had nothing against it (he also provided me 
with some of the Attorney General Records on me and an affidavit on August 28, 
2001, but I don't think I got all that they have on me.), and judge Fredericks 
rendered an order on October 4, 2001, filed November 13, 2001, saying that my 
motion to dismiss the case to protect the name of the "referent" would be denied. 
68.1 appealed that order on November 27, 2001 to the Utah Court of Appeals, and 
case number 20010942-CA was assigned to the appeal. (The docket sheets of the 
Utah Court of Appeals are accessible over the Internet on their webpage.) 
69. The appeal was later denied by the Court of Appeals as not from a final order, but 
for me it was a final order since the judge and Ferre did not want to have me in 
that case. Judge Billings, Thorne and Davis ruled on this appeal on February 7, 
2001 and the rehearing was denied on February 20, 2002. 
70. After I appealed, judge Fredericks and Joel Ferre changed their minds. They 
decided to allow me to intervene in the case, not as friend of the court, but as 
"defendant" together with the SRC. The stipulation was signed and filed on 
February 12, 2002 by judge Fredericks - However, it was no act of justice and 
humanity, but rather a trick. They plotted that they would kick case 010907201 
and 010904491 with the same stroke, that in case of a review, judge Fredericks 
could claim that he only ruled on the "classification" rule of the name, and judge 
Fratto could claim that he thought that Fredericks ruled on the records release 
issues and that the case before him would be moot. This is exactly what they did, 
and the attorneys knew about it and went along with those constitutional and 
above the laws tricks. 
71. After the stipulation, I filed numerous documents in case 010907201, so did Ferre 
and Burns. With date of February 26, 2003, judge Fredericks made a ruling. He 
granted the Utah Department of Human Services/Division of Mental Health case 
to conceal the name of the "referent". He asked Ferre to prepare the order. 
Fredericks did not hear me, despite that I was a "defendant" of the case, which is 
a violation of the Utah and U.S. Constitution. 
72. Ferre proposed the order, I objected to it, Fredericks ignored the objection and 
signed the order on March 11, 2003, the day it was filed. 
73.1 appealed on March 31, 2003 to the Utah Court of Appeal. They transferred the 
case to the Utah Supreme Court. Case number 200302324-SC was assigned to 
the appeal. On June 11, 2003, the Supreme Court transferred the case back to the 
Utah Court of Appeals, where it is still pending under case number 200302324-
CA. The SRC did not appeal, and Burns adopted suddenly the arguments of the 
Division in the case before judge Fratto. The appeal case is fully briefed. 
74. On February 13, 2003,1 received a notice from the Third District Court for case 
010904491, ID 5516851, (judge Joseph C. Fratto) that the motion to show cause 
is scheduled on April 16, 2003 at 8:00 am. Joel Ferre, Mark Burns (now officially 
on the side of Ferre and the Division of Mental Heath), John Wunderli and were 
resent. Judge Fratto did not show up. Ferre told clerk Sunshine that he wants the 
case dismissed, but I told her that I want to be heard by the judge. Wunderli did 
not say anything, but he appears has called later and told the clerk that he would 
file documents that would get the case moving within 30 days, as that is 
mentioned on the docket sheet. - However, he never filed those documents. 
75. On July 18, 2003, the file of this case was forwarded to judge Fratto. On August 
4, 2003,1 received a notice on motion to dismiss for August 11, 2003 at 10:30 am, 
before Fratto, on case 010904491, ID 5683321.1 present, so was Ferre and Burns 
now eager to help Ferre to win the case for the SRC and the Division. Wunderli 
did not show up. 
76. Fratto played the uninformed judge, saying that the case would be moot, because 
judge Fredericks ruled already on the subject. I explained to him that Fredericks 
did not hear me, and he made no decision on that I want records and affidavits 
from the defendants, that Fredericks only made a decision that I should not know 
the "referent's" identity, the name of the writer of the e-mail. Fratto was biased on 
the issue. He did not want to listen. He had made his mind up that he was not 
willing to grant my rights, which were in this case records from the defendants 
and acceptable affidavits. I tried to explain to Fratto the difference between the 
two cases, which he of course understood, but not admitted having understood. 
The bailiff snarled at me, that I just can talk if the judges allows, and judge Fratto 
threw the case unconstitutionally and illegally out. That Valley Mental Health had 
not yet filed their papers and was not present did not bother the judge either. He 
ordered opposite counsel to write the order. 
77. Mark Burns did so on August 12, 2003.1 objected to the proposed order with 
following arguments: that the order conceals many facts of the case and in parts is 
completely false; that I did not just ask the SRC to reveal the name of the 
"referent", but that I am convinced that one page e-mail is not all the Division on 
Mental Health has on me; that the SRC ordered the Division to provide me with 
all their records on me and an affidavit that they don't withhold anything, and that 
the Division did not comply, because they know they have more than just one 
page e-mail. I objected that my claims are moot because judge Fratto did not 
apply the appropriate laws and violated numerous constitutional and civil rights of 
mine; that he entirely ignored my claims against Valley Mental Health, despite 
that the court listed that defendant as the first defendant of this case; that Valley 
Mental Health has a responsibility too to provide me with their records (their 
report and the pages on me that are in the file of Rosemarie Bretschneider, and 
any other records); that the SRC affidavit was unspecific, and that I am entitled to 
a supplemental affidavit, and that they evidently did not provide me with all 
records. I cited in this objection the leading law opinions on how affidavits which 
support searches for records should be written: .. .agency must be able to show 
"what records were searched, by whom, and through what process." Steinberg v. 
United States, Department of Justice ,23F.3d 548,552 (D.C. Cir. 1994; 
(remanding issue of adequacy of search where agency did not ''describe in any 
detail'f what records were searched, by whom, and through what process.) I 
cited also Hunsberger v. FBI, 111 F.3d 122 (1st Cir. 1977) (per curiam) 
(specifically determining that agency affidavit, because both detailed and 
nonconclusory showed that reasonable search had been made); and Sous a v. 
United States, Department of Justice, no. 95-375, 1996 U.S. Dist. Lexis 18627, at 
31-33 (D.D.C. Dec. 9, 1996) (directing agency to amend affidavits to "provide a 
description of their filing system and an explanation of why only certain files 
were searched.")- I objected because the Willis affidavit does not hold up to 
those federal standards. - 1 objected to the case should be moot because the case 
that judge Fredericks threw out, without hearing me, was clearly only a decision 
on the "classification" of the name of the e-mail writer, but not the records issues. 
I furthermore complained that the hearing before Fratto was abusive and that is 
would be absolutely false that no remaining issues would be left. I claimed that 
the hearing before judge Fratto was completely unnecessary, because he did not 
want to hear the facts anyhow. 
78. With date of September 11, 2003,1 received another Notice from the court on 
case 010904491, with ID 5722869, that my objection of the proposed order would 
be on the calendar on September 22, 2003 at 1:30 p.m., and that the judge 
reserved an half an hour to that matter. 
79.1 was present, so were Ferre, Burns and even Wunderli showed up. Two other 
attorneys sat in the audience. The bailiff was nicer to me this time. I was allowed 
to speak out and tried to get the judge's attention on all the unsolved matters in 
this case that were not addressed by any judge, but a matter of the law. Judge 
Fratto nooded and smiled at me, allowed me to speak, but told me that he will not 
reconsider. It was outrageous. 
80. Wunderli sat on the attorney bench and Fratto did not ask him: "Why haven't you 
mailed Ms. Schwarz the report that you have on her, and why are copies of 
records in Ms. Bretschneider's file, that mentions Ms. Schwarz, not turned over to 
her?" According to Fratto, the Valley Mental Health is allowed to conceal their 
records to me forever, despite that the law says, they have to turn them over to 
me. Same applies for the Department of Human Services, the Division of Metal 
Health and the SRC. My constitutional rights and federal laws were nothing the 
judge was interested in. He just had one objection to Burns, who proposed the 
order, something that he as judge could have taken out of the order. In other 
words: Also this hearing was completely unnecessary, it was just held to tell me 
again, I am a completely rightless person. Also this hearing was completely 
abusive. The attorneys of were completely unethical. They knew that Fratto was 
abusing his power, but nobody spoke out against the abuse of power. - 1 don't 
need to be ordered before a judge just to be smiled and nooded at. People do that 
all the time in the streets or elsewhere. I want justice from a judge. That is why he 
should order me to come before him and nothing else. The title of the notice was 
also misleading. The hearing was not about my objection at all. It was about a 
judge/attorney game, but not about law and justice. 
81.1 told Fratto during the September 22, 2003 hearing that I tried it once more to 
obtain records from the SRC and the Department of Human Services and the 
Division of Mental Health. I informed him that I e-mailed a new request for 
records, an update search from the last time the agencies mailed me a few, to the 
SRC and the Department/Division. I received in response to my request for 
records of August 17, 2003, a letter from Janina Chilton, the Program Manager, 
dated August 21, 2003, no file number mentioned. She claimed that an 
"exhaustive search of the Department of Human Services records, files and 
databases was conducted" and that she "found no records maintained by the 
Department" that meets my request. She claims that since only denials of access 
to records are appealable under the Government Records Access and Management 
Act, I would have no appeal rights associated with her response. - She is of 
course wrong. A no records determination is a denial, and I have administrative 
appeal rights. She also knows very well that her Department has records on me, 
because two lawsuits and one appeal resulted from their former actions. I saw her, 
Ms. Hibl, and other Department of Human Services employees, having a 
conference with Mr. Burns on me. Numerous communications must have been 
exchanged between the Department, the SRC, Valley Mental Health, and the Utah 
Attorney General Office that represented the governmental agencies in court. Ms. 
Chilton, Ms. Hibl and another Department of Human Services employee 
participated in the SRC Committee meeting, how can that all result in zero 
records? Ms. Chilton knows the records exist and she is illegally denying them to 
me as she also unlawfully denies my right to appeal her arbitrariness. - 1 asked 
Ms. Chilton on August 30, 2003, in an e-mail, to provide me with the internal 
records that she generated during the allegedly "exhaustive search". She ignored 
the request. I mailed it to her again on September 15, 2003, but once again, she 
did not reply and denied to me processing of this request entirely. 
82.1 told judge Fratto during the September 22, 2003 hearing that the SRC also 
denies my rights for a follow up search. I received a letter, dated August 18, 2003, 
from their records officer Shaun Buttars, with no file number mentioned. She 
claimed that they generate only employee personnel file. (I had not asked her for 
any records that the SRC generated, I asked them for any records they have on 
me.) She admitted that they receive and store records on individuals, but that they 
are not allowed to release them. I have to ask the agency that generated the 
records if they want to release them. And they would have no idea of knowing 
what kind of records they store concerning an individual. - 1 appealed on August 
21, 2003 to the Division Director of the Utah State Archive. I informed him that I 
had a hearing before the SRC and that there was litigation. I cited the case 
number. In response to that I received a letter, dated August 27, 2001, from 
Executive Secretary Shaun Buttars and Utah State Archive A/Director Stuart 
Preece. Despite that I told them exactly where to search for records, what kind of 
records it are and the case file number, Preece and Buttar claimed having no 
records on me, as if the litigation and the hearing before the SRC never happened. 
The reality is that esp. through the litigation, the Department of Human Services, 
the Division of Mental Health, Valley Mental Health, have rather drawers with 
records that pertain to me. 
83. Fratto and the attorneys ^^\rt{ 1*% arguments, but said no word. I held the letter 
up and asked the judge and the attorneys if they want to see the orginials. They 
showed no interest. They all knew that the state employees were lying, and they 
blessed it with their silence and the dismissal case. 
84. Fratto had my objection from the file during the hearing in front of him and 
apparently had read it. He executed the order redacting the findings of facts and 
conclusions of law of the proposed order and the case was dismissed. 
85. The Court did not mail me the signed order of Fratto, despite that I am the 
plaintiff. I had to dig it out of the file and to pay for a copy. I really was shocked 
when I saw that order, filed and signed by judge Fratto on September 22, 2003. 
The order was titled by the opposing counsel Burns: "Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Order" (case 010904491). Judge Fratto crossed it out and 
named it only "Order". He crossed out three pages of the text with a pen and 
wrote his initials behind the crossed out text. All he left in the order is that he 
heard the case on August 11, 2003, and that defendant's motion to dismiss is 
granted, and each party has to bear their own costs and attorney fees. Instead of 
telling the clerk to type a new order, he signed that unprofessional paper. 
86. On October 2, 2003, judge Fratto denied to me a no-charge transcript of the two 
hearings, despite that they transcripts would be very necessary for the appeal. He 
again did not cite any law upon which the made the denial. 
87.1 appealed the orders of judge Fratto on October 16, 2003. 
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Case No. 010904491 MI 
Honorable Joseph C. Fratto 
Defendants' Motions to Dismiss came on regularly for hearing on the 11th day of August, 
2003 at 10:30 a.m. before the Honorable Joseph C. Fratto. The Court, having heard oral 
argument from counsel for the parties, and having reviewed the memoranda and pleadings on 
FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
2 2 2003 
Deputy Clerk 
/XUDC^^M A-
file, finds, concludes and orders as follows. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Plaintiff requested all records from the Division of Me^taT Health that pertained 
to her. The Division of Mental Health provided an e-mail r e e l i n g the plaintiff, but it redacted 
the name of the author. The Division had no other recpros in its possession concerning the 
plaintiff. The State Records Committee and t h e n c e of the Attorney General have verified 
that they have provided plaintiff with all rgtords in their possession concerning her. 
2. Plaintiff requested a hearing before the State Records Committee to have the 
name of the author of the e-majKreleased. 
3. The State Records Committee granted plaintiffs request and ordered the release 
of author's name 
4. "Qfe Division appealed the decision of the State Records Committee to Judge 
Frederick in Third District Court, who reversed the Committee's order. Schwarz then appealed 
Judge Frederick's decision and that matter is currently pending at the appellate level. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Plaintiffs claims are moot. The Compla>ffails to set forth a factual basis for 
claims alleged against the State or any of its a g e n t s . Paragraphs 43 and 44 of the Complaint 
(Supplemented on July 20, 2001) allege thaflhe Committee "did not grant [Schwarz] any 
hearing" or "advise [her] on any fujtfieY appeal nghts." While it is true that Schwarz initially did 
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not get an appeal hearing before the Committee, that determination was subsequently reversed 
on an administrative level. Schwarz received a hearing before the Committee. There is no 
dispute that the hearing resulted in a written Decision and Order. Schwarz participated,**! the 
subsequent district court appeal of that Decision and Order, which was filed by the Division 
against the Committee. Consequently, any claims Schwarz may have had^tfgainst the State or 
any of its agencies have been rendered moot. 
2. In light of the foregoing facts, Plaintiffs claims^fre also barred by the doctrines 
of collateral estoppel, claim preclusion and issue preclusion! Schwarz was a party to the other 
case before Judge Frederick, there are no issues remaining in this action that were not addressed 
in that action, the issues in the related matter w^e fully and fairly litigated, and the first suit 
resulted in a final judgment on the merits 
3. The Court concludes thai the State and its agencies have complied with the 
relevant provisions of Governmental Records Access and Management Act (GRAMA), 
specifically Utah Code Ann. §§^3-2-201, -202, -204, -205, -401, -403 and -404. 
4. The Court refcognizes that Cherie Willis, chair of the State Records Committee, 
verified in an August 14, 2001, affidavit that the State Records Committee has provided Ms. 
Schwarz with "[a]ii records in the Committee's possession pertaining to [her]" and that "[t]he 
State Records Committee has no other documents in its possession pertaining to Ms. Schwarz.' 
Likewise, Counsel for Committee, Assistant Attorney General Mark Burns, verified on August 
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28, 2001 that the Office of the Attorney General has no other rpdSrds pertaining to Ms. Schwarz 
besides the records that were provided with that affidayrt The Court recognizes that GRAMA 
does not require that records searches and disclosures be verified by affidavit, even though the 
Committee and the Attorney General's Office did so in this case. 
5. The other evidenced fore the Court establishes that the remaining defendants 
have provided Plaintiff with^ll records in their possession concerning her, except for the name 
of the author of an e-mail, which is the subject of the separate lawsuit currently pending before 
the Utah Court oPAppeals. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 
1. Defendants* Motions to Dismiss are GRANTED; and 
2. Each party will bearJjjeirAowi) costs and attorney's fees^ 
DATED this ^ ^ d a y of 
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